van den berg and popov momčinović nationalism, moreover, has the organization of sexuality at its center (Friedland 2001: 134) . As Pryke (1998) explains, sexuality has figured in nation-building in two important ways: as a quest for purity in which an acceptable mode of sexual behavior is outlined, and as the regulation of human reproduction. We will focus on the way in which the first strategy, the expression of accepted sexuality, is present in public discourse.
Religious and sexual nationalism, in our definition, means the simultaneous formation of national, religious and sexual identities in a particular geographical context (that of the state). Whether nation-led or nation-seeking, religious and sexual nationalism have as their main goal an investment in the "imagined community" (Anderson 1991), where supposedly fixed cultural codes or frames emphasize the "oneness" of the group (Hall 1990) . This community-building, however, comes at a price, namely the exclusion of " [t] hose within the nation who share least in élite privilege and political representation, especially those whose identity is at odds with the projected image of homogenous national identity" (Peterson 2002: 35) . In this chapter we will be looking precisely for these perspectives, i.e., on those whose religion or sexuality do not fit within the dominant frames of reference. We shall bring to the fore the marginal voices of those who have no stake in emulating the grand narrative of the nation. In doing so, we shall take as our point of focus the interplay between nationalism, religion and sexuality.
Subjects for research will be responses to Papal statements on homosexuality (both the "pastoral" statements of present Pope Francis and the more "dogmatic" statements by his predecessor Benedict), these being in print and online media in the two national contexts of each of the two states. We pose the following question: What can sexually or religiously marginal perspectives tell us about the way in which religious and sexual nationalism inform each other? Which alternative framings of religious and/or sexual identity might be imagined when the dominant frames are being challenged by the former, i.e., the ones that they have attempted to shut out or misrepresent? What counts as "marginal" in these questions will depend on what, in both contexts, counts as "mainstream," which in Bosnia and Herzegovina is the rejection of "abnormal" sexuality most notably by religious and political leaders. In Sweden it is the dominant liberal attitude toward homosexuality advocated by both the government and the Lutheran Church of Sweden.
To do this, we will first give a concise overview of the ways in which nationalism, religion and sexuality have in recent history become entwined in both countries. We shall then reflect more in depth on the "echoes from the margin" as both an empirical and epistemological choice. By studying responses to the Pope in both contexts, we then hope to gain more insight into the complex ways
